
LTNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

BEAUMONT DIVISION

LINITED STATES OF AMERICA, $
CX rEI, GARY W. RENO, $

Plaintiff. $
$
$ cIVrL ACTTON NO.VS.
$

KELLOGG BROWN & ROOT, INC. and $
WACKENHUT SERVICES, LLC $

Defendants. $ FILED UNDER SEAL

ORIGINAL COMPLAINT

Plaintiff, Gary W. Reno, on behalf of the United States of America, through his counsel,

for his original complaint, alleges:

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This is a civil action to recover damages and civil penalties on behalf of the United

States of America arising from false statements including false certifications, false

invoicing and other violations which Defendant Kellogg Brown & Root, Inc., ("KBR"), and

Defendant Wackenhut Services, LLC, ("WSLLC"), made to the various branches of the United

States Military under the Department of Defense. The false statements were for the purpose of

obtaining payment or approval for payment from the United States, in violation of the False

Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. $$3729-3733, as amended ("FCA").

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

2. This Court has jurisdiction over this action under 31 U.S.C.53732 and 28 U.S.C. $1345,

since one or more of the orisinal Defendants transacted business in this District.
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3. Venue is proper in the Eastern District of Texas under 3l U.S.C.53732 and28 U.S.C.

$1391(b) and (c) because one or more of the original Defendants transacted business in this

District.

III. PARTIES

RELATOR

4. Relator is an individual who is a citizen of the United States, suing on behalf of the

Department of Defense, which is an agency, and instrumentality of the United States and its

operations and obligations are paid by funds from the United States Treasury.

DEFENDANTS

5. KBR is a foreign business corporation who may be served with citation through its

registered agent, Capitol Corporation Services, Inc., at 800 Brazos, Suite 400, Austin, Travis

County, Texas 78701.

6. WSLLC is a foreign business corporation who may be served with citation through its

registered agent, Corporation Service Company dba CSC - Lawyers Incorporating Service

Company, atzll E.7th Street, Suite 620, Austin, Travis County, Texas 78701-3218.

TRUE PARTY

I . This True Party in Interest action is filed on behalf of the United States which has not yet

chosen to intervene. As such, the complaint may be served on the appropriate representatives of

the United States.

8. The Secretary of Defense, Dr. Robert M. Gates, may be served with the complaint at

1000 Defense Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20301-1000.

9. United States Attorney General, Eric Holder, may be served with the complaint at United

States Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20530-0001.
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10. United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Texas, John M. Bales, maybe served at

350 Magnolia, Suite 150, Beaumont, Texas 77701.

IV. BACKGROUND

I 1. Beginning with the conflict in Bosnia and continuing through all subsequent foreign

conflicts in Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq, the United States military has contracted with private

entities for various services to support operations abroad. The use of civilian contractors to

provide support services to the United States military was under a series of contracts called

Logistics Civil Augmentation Program ("LOGCAP"). KBR received the initial LOGCAP Task

Order contract for the Bosnian conflict. This contractual arrangement between the Pentagon and

KBR was extended to subsequent foreign conflicts, LOGCAP II in Kosovo, and including the

war on terrorism in Afghanistan and lraq, LOGCAP III. KBR was awarded these contracts

because of its extensive foreign experience and unique ability to implement the military's

complex contingency plans on extremely short notice.

12. The LOGCAP contracts require that, among other terms, KBR deliver combat service

support under any condition at any location around the world. Based on its performance of

providing United States troops in Bosnia with housing, food, water, laundry, heavy equipment

and other supplies under the original LOGCAP contract, KBR was awarded an unprecedented

ten-year deal in December 2001 to supply similar logistical support to United States military

operations around the world. The existing relationship resulted in KBR also receiving the

exclusive LOGCAP III contracts.

13. The LOGCAP programs pay KBR through a cost-plus arrangement, meaning KBR is

guaranteed to recover its expenses and receive a set profit. Under these arrangements, KBR has

been paid billions of dollars.
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14. KBR performs the contractual duties using resources from within its company and also

relies on separate subcontracting entities to provide specialty services and supplies. It is typical

for the sub-contractual agreement between KBR and its subcontractors to also be structured on a

cost-plus basis. However, under certain circumstances, the government may request a firm fixed

price subcontract. KBR would then pass the total costs of using subcontractors to the United

States. KBR was then invoicing the government under LOGCAP cost-plus standards. It is

KBR's responsibility to administer and supervise the use of subcontractors in an appropriate and

contractually required manner.

V. APPLICABLE STATUTES

CERTIFICATION

15. In order to maintain its position as the exclusive LOGCAP contractor, KBR is required to

certify its compliance with the requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulations, ("FAR").

FAR provides a specific contractor code of business ethics and conduct.

16. To comply with the requirements of FAR, contractors must have the necessary

organrzation, experience, accounting and operational controls, and technical skills, or the ability

to obtain them, (including, as appropriate, such elements as production control procedures,

property control systems, quality assurance measures and safety programs applicable to materials

to be produced or services to be performed by the prospective contractor and subcontractors),

when carrying out a contract under FAR.

L7 . FAR also requires contractors to provide adequate quality control and inspection of

services. The control of quality by the contractor may relate to, but is not limited to, procedures

and processes for services to ensure that services meet contract performance requirements.
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18. FAR also provides that a contractor is responsible for carrying out its obligations under

the contract by 1) controlling the quality of supplies or services; 2) tendering to the Government

for acceptance only those supplies or services that conform to contract requirements; 3)

maintaining substantiating evidence that the supplies or services conform to contract quality

requirement.

FALSE CLAIMS

19. The applicable portions of the FCA provide liability to a person or corporation who:

1) knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, to an officer or employee of the
United States Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the 

-Unit"O 
States

a false claim for payment or approval;

2) knowingly makes, uses or causes to be made or used, a false record or statement
to get a false or fraudulent claim paid or approved by the government;

3) conspires to defraud the govemment by having a false statement or fraudulent
claim allowed or paid.

20. The purpose of the False Claim Act is to discourage fraud against the government. The

purpose of qui tam provisions of the Act is to encourage individuals, such as Relator, with

knowledge of the fraud to come forward and expose the violators. A corporation is liable under

the FCA for fraud of an agent who acts with apparent authority even if the corporation received

no benefit from the agent's fraud.

21. It is a violation of the FCA for a government contractor to falsely certify compliance with

a federal statute or regulation. Claims by the United States arise when the false certification by a

contractor, express or implied, is used to obtain a payment. A false certification is the fraudulent

completion of a certificate of compliance with a statute or regulation which caused the

government to make a payment which it would not have honored if it were aware of the

violation.
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VI. STATEMENT OF FACTS

22. In December 2001, the U.S. Army Operations Support Command, located at the Rock

Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Illinois, awarded the LOGCAP III prime contract to KBR. The

Army Field Support Command, also located at the Rock Island Arsenal, was the procurement

command which administered LOGCAP III, and obligated and committed the funding for the

prime contract.

23. Under LOGCAP III, KBR provided goods and services to the U.S. Army in Kuwait, Iraq,

and elsewhere, according to specific requirements set forth in task orders issued by the Army.

Each task order incorporated a statement of the work required and the period of time within

which it was to be performed.

24. KBR commonly used subcontractors to fulfill its obligations under LOGCAP III task

orders. The subcontractors invoiced KBR for their work, and KBR was responsible for paying

the subcontractors. KBR, in turn, invoiced the government for the cost of the work done by the

subcontractors, plus KBR's allowable fees. KBR acts as the government's regulatory agent for

the use of subcontractors. KBR is required to monitor, regulate and control contractor services

for the United States.

25. Among the requirements to be accomplished through the LOGCAP III prime contract

was the provision of fire and emergency services to various military sites in Iraq.

26. From January 2004 to August 2008, WSLLC had a Cost Plus contract with KBR and

billed KBR approximately $322 million. However, near the end of this contract period, the

United States Government--apparently feeling that they had been overcharged--recommended

that KBR solicit a Firm Fixed Price for any subsequent contracts.
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27. In May 2008, KBR Subcontract Administrators put together a proposal and sent it out to

five potential bidders that were identified by KBR Fire Services personnel. On May 6, 200g, the

proposal package was sent with a deadline to respond by May 19, 2008--an unreasonable amount

of time to put together a bid for this type of service in a war zone. The proposal Amendment #3

dated May 20th gave a new deadline of May 27, 2008, and three days later Amendment #4 put

the bidding on hold until further notice.

28. On June 13, 2008, Proposal Amendment #7 was sent to all bidders and clearly stated that

the labor rates are the "fixed" pricing items. The Proposal Pricing Schedule and proposal pricing

Sheet specified that the hourly rates would be all inclusive and would become fixed price line

items.

29. WSLLC was the only bidder to submit a proposal. KBR Subcontract Administrators put

together a Source Selection Plan, Evaluation Scorecard and Methodology for evaluating the

proposals. A Source Selection Evaluation Board (SSEB) gave WSLLC's pricing proposal a

"marginal" rating, but with only one bid; there was nothing to compare the rating to. Given the

poor quality of the Request For Proposal, ("RFP"), and tight deadlines, WSLLC, as the existing

provider, had a definite advantage over the other potential bidders.

30. On August 30, 2008, WSLLC and KBR executed Master Agreement MAH 0032. The

agreement clearly stated that the pricing is "Firm Fixed Price using the firm unit rates/prices as

set forth in the Work Release and attachments thereto." On the same duy, Work Release

#MAH3201 was executed awarding WSLLC a one year contract from September 1,200g,

through August 31,2009, in the amount of $109,948,330 for firefighting and emergency supporr

services in Iraq. The pricing schedule attached to the Work Release clearly stated that the only

item considered to be a firm fixed rate is the hourly rates for each of the labor categories listed.
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31. In the first change order to Work Release MAH320I, the Firm Fixed hourly rates that

were supposed to be inclusive of all overhead, general and administrative expenses, and profit

were fundamentally changed to something other than a firm fixed price type of contract.

Although the contract was a firm fixed price hourly rate agreement, KBR allowed WSLLC to

separate indirect overhead costs from their fully-loaded hourly rates. WSLLC reahzed that their

overhead costs were going to be negatively impacted by the de-scoping and drawdown of

personnel in lraq, and the change to the pricing schedule allowed them to protect their overhead

costs.

32. The Authorized Contracting Officer, ("ACO"), had approved the original firm fixed price

hourly rate labor contract but was not notified about the breakout of direct and indirect costs

made in the first change order. The Memorandum of Understanding between the Defense

Contract Management Agency and KBR regarding ACO notification and approval of change

orders required KBR to seek ACO approval of any change order to a contract that originally

required ACO approval. This contract modification resulted in approximately $900,000 per

month to be treated as fixed overhead costs requiring little justification or accountability.

33. By the time the contract was executed, some of the sites listed in the RFP had closed.

The contract started on September 1,2008, and on the first billing, KBR advised WSLLC that

KBR would not pay for services that were not provided. However, WSLLC fraudulently billed

for sites which were closed and KBR paid for services not provided and passed these fraudulent

costs onto the United States Government.

34. In early January 2010, Site 86 Al Taqaddum was closed and the site was returned to the

Iraqi government. WSLLC's invoice was received by KBR procurement and, on the attached

labor report, WSLLC reported 770 hours of labor for January at site 86. WSLLC invoiced KBR
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$374,325.12 for the 770 hours at 86 and KBR Procurement changed the invoice amount to

$96,600.03 resulting in an average hourly rate of approximately $125 per hour, nearly triple the

contract price for these services. This resulted in an overpayment of approximately $68,000.

The In-Theatre Subcontract Administrator assigned to the WSLLC contract advised that the

payment was an "equitable adjustment." However, no documentation to support the payment

was located.

35. Continuing with its scheme, WSLLC also sent an invoice to KBR for February 2010 and

March 2010 services to Site 86 Al Taqaddum which included charges of $374,325.12 for each

month, even though the site was closed. The invoices were rejected by I(BR and WSLLC

refuses to submit revised invoices.

36. In addition to billing for closed sites, the contrast was awarded with a pricing schedule

based on 672 personnel and WSLLC continuously billed for all 672 personnel even though

WSLLC have never provided the required level of staffing.

37 . On August 1, 2008, the KBR Subcontract Administrator at Site C7 Warrior in Iraq was

notified by the Defense Contract Management Agency to reduce the number of WSLLC

firefighters at the site due to the U.S. Air Force taking over the fire fighting mission. However,

KBR and WSLLC continued to bill the United States government for these services until

December 2008.

38. From October 2008 to February 2009, KBR Procurement received WSLLC invoices that

included charges for providing the services of twenty-five (25) personnel to site C7 while the

goverrlment only needed four (4) WSLLC personnel to conduct fire inspection services. Both

KBR and WSLLC were aware of the reduction in staff requested by the United States

Government. In turn" KBR recorded the costs of the WSLLC services to their accountins svstem
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and later billed the United States Government for services not rendered. This resulted in an

overbilling of approximately $285,000 for each month billed totaling $1.2 million for four (4)

months.

39. WSLLC is required to provide daily accountability reports for all of their personnel in

Iraq. However, when the number of personnel that are in-theatre is compared to the number of

people billed, there is a negative variance of approximately 20% of the number of personnel

present versus billed. To date, WSLLC has billed KBR, and KBR in turn billed the United

States Government approximately $ 140 million for Fire Protection Services under the current

contract. The 20% negative variance represents approximately $28 million in potential

overbilling for these services. WSLLC consistently operates at approximately 80% of the

required staffing while fraudulently invoicing for 100% staffing. To further their scheme, the

accountability roster submitted by WSLLC included the names of personnel that have

demobilized from the Project and are no longer in theater. As a result, these misleading numbers

have been used to camouflage the understaffing problem and fraudulently bill the United States

Government.

40. WSLLC's understaffing practice resulted in overbillings not only for direct labor but also

for indirect labor and other direct costs that were separated from the firm fixed hourly rates in

Change Order #l to Work Release MAH3201. As previously mentioned, Change Order #l

resulted in approximately $900,000 per month being billed with little justification or

accountability from KBR. This fraudulent overbilling includes the costs of 36 personnel with

only 27 personnel reporting hours for the month resulting in overpayment to WSLLC.

41. The Other Direct Costs were described as fixed costs "that have to occur to hire an

individual, i.e. recruiting and advertising, background checks, travel from home of record to
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Houston for deployment, initial and annual medical and d*g testing, etc., and variable other

direct costs is cost of uniforms." These costs were calculated by WSLLC to be $6,413 per

person and when multiplied times the 672 personnel proposed on their Pricing Proposal, the

amount is approximately $4.3 million. Change Order #1 broke the Other Direct Charges out as a

separate line item totaling $359,122 per month. Since WSLLC consistently understaffed its

personnel and as the project in Iraq has been drawing down, the Other Direct Charges are

unreasonable and WSLLC has been overcharging the United States Government for the same.

42. The overcharges caused by the break-out of indirect costs in Change Order #1 were

compounded in late 2009 when WSLLC and KBR were directed to begin drawing down

personnel and equipment in lraq. In May 2009, when Change Order #1 was executed, all

WSLLC and KBR personnel knew that the project would be drawing down in the very near

future. KBR was violating the United States Government's requirement of a fixed price contract

by agreeing to separate WSLLC's indirect costs from the firm fixed hourly rates given the project

environment. In August 2009, when exercising the contract option period, KBR explained that

the breakout would be adjusted whenever direct costs were adjusted. However, in January 2010,

when Change Order #2 to Work Release MAH3202 required 68 firemen to be de-scoped from

the contracl, no adjustments were made to any of the indirect costs.

43. WSLLC's understaffing and KBR's intentional failure to properly monitor the fire and

emergency services contract have resulted in the United States Government being billed for

services not provided and overpayment for the services that have been delivered.

44. WSLLC's invoices and supporting documents, including timesheets and labor hour

reports, are intentionally misleading and impossible to reconcile. The invoice, timesheets and
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labor hours report cover different time periods and are provided with various levels of detail

which make them impossible to reconcile to one another.

45. KBR failed to provide the appropriate subcontractor oversight as required by FAR.

While WSLLC operates on several bases in lraq, KBR had no end-users at most of the locations

to provide oversight and receipt of services. KBR procurement policy requires an end-user to

sign for services received, but for the WSLLC contract, KBR Fire Services and Project

Management personnel in Baghdad signed the service receipt for all of Iraq. It is physically

impossible for personnel in Baghdad to know what services were provided at sites located

hundreds of miles awav.

46. WSLLC had a history with KBR of poor timekeeping practices under the LOGCAP

project. However, this issue was not discussed during the evaluation phase or in negotiations for

the current contract. Given the shift from a cost plus contract to a firm fixed price hourly rate

contract, past experience with WSLLC timekeeping issues should have been a major concern for

KBR for which KBR should have exercised quality control and inspection.

47 . As further evidence of its lack of quality control, a KBR Government Compliance floor

check of WSLLC timesheets found that approximately 30-40o/o of the timesheets from WSLLC

have invoice errors; however, no payment was ever withheld because of timesheet issues. KBR

has failed to adequately monitor WSLLC's reported labor hours and, because of this inaction, has

caused false claims to be submitted to the United States Government.

48. KBR, as the Prime Contractor on the LOGCAP III Project, passed cost on to the United

States Government via semi-monthly Cost Reports that are prepared in Houston and submitted to

the Army Sustainment Command in Rock Island, Illinois. KBR records project costs using a

Work Breakdown Structure code and the last dieit of the code determines if the costs are
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reimbursable by the government. All Work Breakdown Structure codes ending in "-5" are to be

billed to the government, while all Work Breakdown Structure codes ending in "-7" are not

billable. All bill type -7 costs require high level Project Management approval.

49. In furtherance of the scheme. the cost code sheet attached to each Invoice Transmittal

Form package shows that all costs associated with the WSLLC fire and emergency services

contract are coded as bill type -5 charges. All the costs recorded in KBR's accounting system for

the current WSLLC contract show that 100% of all costs are recorded as bill bpe -5

reimbursable costs. This clearly demonstrates KBR and WSLInC's intention to pass false claims

to the United States Government.

50. These fraudulent activities came to the attention of Relator Gary Reno, the Senior

Accountant of Finance for KBR, in January 2010 when theater took over processing WSLLC

invoices from Houston. Once Relator began reviewing all of the contract documentation to

prepare for processing WSLLC's invoices, he discovered that there was no evidence that

timesheets and documents were reviewed bv KBR to ensure that the United States Government

only paid for actual services delivered by WSLLC. Upon further research and investigation, he

learned that KBR had not been performing the required due diligence and quality control as

required under FAR.

51. In short, under the current contract, WSLLC invoiced KBR for Fire Protection Services

that it did not provide. KBR billed the United States Government for these services without

performing the necessary due diligence and quality control to ensure that WSLLC had billed for

actual services provided. As a result, millions of dollars in fraudulent charges have been paid by

the United States Government.
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52. In addition, WSLLC invoiced KBR for personnel which it did not provide. KBR billed

the Government for these personnel despite the mandatory reduction in staff required by the

United States Government and without performing the necessary quality control and inspection

to ensure that WSLLC had billed for actual personnel provided.

53. KBR's lack of quality control and compliance has continued for a number of years.

WSLLC's practice of submitting fraudulent invoices for services it did not provide has also

continued for a number of years. Despite a history of poor timekeeping practices, KBR failed to

implement and maintain appropriate institutional oversight of its subcontractor WSLLC. The

improper practices of WSLLC and KBR were an ongoing manner of operation. During the same

period of time, KBR was continuously certifying its compliance with FAR to the United States.

54. The precise detrimental effect and increased danger of this illegal conduct by KBR and

WSLLC to the military personnel in the war theater is indeterminable.

55. The true damage to the United States and its Armed Forces by KBR and WSLLC's fraud

will never be known. The fraudulent invoices submitted by WSLLC and KEIR, and paid by the

United States Government, cost precious dollars which could have been directed elsewhere in the

war effort. While KBR's willful conduct was ongoing, it continuously falsely certified

compliance with FAR.

56. KBR should have reviewed each invoice before approving and authorizing for payment.

Based on experience, position, training and common sense, KBR personnel knew or should have

known the charges were fraudulent. KBR continued to submit fraudulent invoices to the United

States Government and rarely questioned a single invoice or requested back-rrp support for the

charges.
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CAUSES OF ACTION

57 ' This is an action brought on behalf of and with the united States under the FCA. 3l

U.S.C. 5 3729 et seq. against KBR and WSLLC.

58. Paragraphs 1 through 56 are hereby incorporated.

59' For purposes of obtaining payment or approval for payment from the United States, KIIR

knowingly presented or caused to be presented false or fraudulent invoices.

60' For purposes of obtaining payment or approval for payment from the United States, KBR

falsely certified compliance with the FAR code of ethics and contractor quality assurance.

61' For purposes of obtaining payment or approval for payment from the United States,

WSLLC knowingly presented or caused to be presented false or fraudulent invoices.

62' The United States' unaware of the foregoing circumstances and conduct of the defendants

and in reliance on the truth and accuracy of the claims for payment, authorized the payment of

those claims and has been damaged in amounts to be determined.

PRAYER

For Relator, on behalf of the United States government, demands the following:

l ' judgment against KBR and wS LLC for treble the amount of damages to United

States government to be determined, and all allowable penalties, fees and costs under the FCA.

as amended;

2' judgment against KBR and wSLLC in the amount of the benefit the united States

conferred upon KBR and wSLLC, pre-judgment interest, plus fees and costs, and ajudgment

declaring that those amounts are rightfully the property of the United states, and that KBR and

wsLLC hold said proceeds in trust for the use and benefit of the united states: and
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3. all other relief this Court may deem just and equitable.

Respectfully submitted :

STRONG PIPKIN BISSELL & LEDYARD, L.L.P.

Greg M. Dykeman
State Bar No. 06325100
Michael L. Baker
State Bar No. 01586100
Stacie Augustine
State Bar No. 24050239
14th Floor, San Jacinto Building
595 Orleans
Beaumont, Texas 777 4L3255
Tel :  (409)  981-1120
Fax: (409) 981 -  1010
gdykeman@stron gpipki n. com
ATTORNEYS FOR RELATOR.
GARY W. RENO

/s/
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